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About This Game

This is a fun and mobile pixel pig platformer. The task of the pig is picking up coins at levels, passing extermination of biting
dogs and trying not to fall from the ledge 5d3b920ae0
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my favorite game. The good -Platforming is tight enough. -Has pigs. -Could probably be played on a toaster. The neutral -No
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checkpoints. -No real story. -The double jump/wall jump is a little weird but can be learned. the bad -Levels 4 and 5 are literally
the same level with different colors. -You can just skip through levels regardless of completion with the L trigger, this is as
much of a level select as I found. -Pretty low resolution, did not look good in 1080. -The screen moves to the portal in the level
to signify it is unlocked. This is normally fine, however, when this animation plays, enemies keep walking and your character
does any inputs you give your pig. So if you hit that 10th coin near an enemy, you have to blindly try to not get hit or fall off the
level for a couple of seconds. This could be fixed by just pausing the game during the animation, or notifying the player in
another way that doesn't require the screen to move off the player.. The good -Platforming is tight enough. -Has pigs. -Could
probably be played on a toaster. The neutral -No checkpoints. -No real story. -The double jump/wall jump is a little weird but
can be learned. the bad -Levels 4 and 5 are literally the same level with different colors. -You can just skip through levels
regardless of completion with the L trigger, this is as much of a level select as I found. -Pretty low resolution, did not look good
in 1080. -The screen moves to the portal in the level to signify it is unlocked. This is normally fine, however, when this
animation plays, enemies keep walking and your character does any inputs you give your pig. So if you hit that 10th coin near an
enemy, you have to blindly try to not get hit or fall off the level for a couple of seconds. This could be fixed by just pausing the
game during the animation, or notifying the player in another way that doesn't require the screen to move off the player.. my
favorite game
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